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Facebook.com: Using Window-Eyes and the new Web
Application Mode
This worksheet is a supplemental resource for the Window-Eyes webinar
on using Facebook.com and the new Web Application Mode. Please review
the learning objectives and review questions below to help reinforce key
concepts covered during the webinar training.

Learning Objectives







Learn about Facebook’s accessibility program
Review the layout and structure of Facebook.com
Understand the purpose and benefits of Web Application Mode
Discover how to enable and disable Web Application Mode
Learn how to use Facebook.com keyboard shortcuts
Practice completing common Facebook.com tasks

Review Questions
1. What web browser is currently recommended for accessing
Facebook.com with Window-Eyes and why?
Answer: Firefox, ARIA support is more robust and accurate
2. What type of HTML element is used on Facebook.com to aid screen
reader navigation and create an outline like structure for web page
content?
Answer: Headings
3. True or False. Facebook.com uses ARIA landmarks to provide a way for
screen reader users to navigate more quickly to key sections of the web
page.
Answer: True
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4. True or False. When Browse Mode is on, commands issued from the
keyboard are passed through to the web page and browser.
Answer: False
5. What is Web Application Mode?
Answer: A special screen reader mode that allows you to use a web
page’s keyboard shortcuts in Browse Mode.
6. What is the default Window-Eyes hot key to toggle Web Application
Mode on and off?
Answer: Control-Insert-A
7. What is the Facebook.com keyboard shortcut used to post a new status
update?
Answer: P
8. What are the Facebook.com keyboard shortcuts for navigating to the
next and previous story in the News Feed?
Answer: J and K
9. In Firefox, what combination of modifier keys do you use with the
Facebook.com navigation access keys 0 through 9?
Answer: Alt and Shift
10. In Firefox, what is the Facebook.com keyboard shortcut used to
switch to Friends?
Answer: Alt-Shift-3
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